Abstract -The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of the first author on construction of fairly long geometric Goppa codes over F q (q = p v and ν > 1 is even) with rather good parameters to the case of finite fields F q consisting of q = p v elements, where ν > 1 is an odd integer.
INTRODUCTION
Recall the basic ideas of the Goppa construction (see [2, 3] ) of the linear [n, k, dj^-codes associated with a smooth projective curve X of genus g = g(X) defined over a finite field F q . Let ίΡ = {Pi, ...,P,,} be a set of F^-rational points of X and Let D be a F f/ -rational divisor on X whose support is disjoint with £> 0 . We consider the vector F^-space of rational functions on X UP) = {/· e Γ^ΧΓ | (f) + D > 0} u {0}, and denote its dimension over in particular, if 2g -2 < degD < n, then
Moreover, we have d>n-degD. 
Moreover, let r be an integer such that
Then there exists a linear [n, k, d\ q -code with parameters r<n< 2y , 
ith F,F/, /σ e F r/ [;c]. Thus, any regular differential form in Ω[Ύ] is regular at any point of X, possibly except g/ e φ -1 (0, 1). Let χ be the coordinate on P 1 , then u = x~l is a local parameter at the point (0, 1) at infinity. Since jc is a rational function on P 1 , it defines the divisor (x) e Div(P'). Denoting φ~](χ) e F q (X) by χ and its divisor by (x) again, we get the pull-back divisor (x) e Div(X).
Since φ'^Ο, 1) consists of 2 s or 2 V~1 points β/, we have
If m is even, then there are two cases:
( where the summation is taken over odd σ only. This completes the proof. Similarly, (-jc* +jc-f c,^+;c) = (jc 7 -f Λ,/~/ +Ι +^4-c).
Lemma 2. Let ν > 1 be an odd number, F q be a finite field of characteristic ρ > 2 with q = p v elements, and letf e F^x] be the polynomial (v-IV2

If c is a non-zero element of Ρ φ then the polynomials f(x) and f(x + c
Combining these relations, we find that if £ > 21 -1 and /:, / are positive integers, then (x* -f ^ + c, V + ;t) = (*' + jc, ^~2 /+2 + χ + c).
By induction, \fl\k and c e F* v , then
Applying this relation for k = / +1 and / = /Λ we find for the ideal 
Since γ = cf and c pV = c e F* v , we can rewrite the inequality (2) in the form
The equation
has no solution in F* v . Indeed, raising both sides of (4) to the /^th power, we obtain
Since (1) . Let χ be a multiplicative character of F /; . We denote by χ ν the character of F q induced where r < degZ) 0 = \S\ \ and P« is the point of X corresponding to the point at infinity of the projectivization F of the affine curve Y, we get r < n < Tp v , k>r+\-g,d>n -r. Since in our case 2g -2 < r = deg D < n, we obtain k = r + l -g.
